The cognitive and emotional modulation of the cardiac defense response was investigated in this study. One hundred forty-four participants were exposed to three presentations of an intense auditory stimulus while performing one of four attentional tasks: a control task, an external perceptual tracking task, and two internal tasks presented at either easy or difficult memory loads. State anxiety was also manipulated by requiring each group to perform either with or without the threat of shock. Heart rate and vasomotor activity were recorded. Results indicated that only the externally directed tracking task led to potentiation of the cardiac response. No predicted effects for attentional demands were obtained and the anxiety manipulation did not appear to have an effect. Differences between measures were also observed, particularly with respect to response habituation. Unlike cardiac activity, vasomotor responses displayed resistance to habituation. The results are discussed in relation to contemporary accounts of defensive responding.
The study of the cognitive and emotional modulation of defensive reflexes has occupied an important role in recent neurophysiological and psychophysiological research both in animals~Davis, 1989; Fanselow, 1994! as well as humans~Bradley, Cuthbert, & Lang, 1990; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1997; Vrana, Spence, & Lang, 1988 !. To date, this research has tended to focus on only one component of defensive behavior: the startle reflex. Indeed, Lang et al.~1997! recently elaborated a motivational theory of the emotional and cognitive priming of the startle reflex, according to which the reflex increases in amplitude~i.e., potentiation! when the organism is in an aversive motivational state whereas the reflex decreases when the organism is in a positive motivational state. The emotional potentiation of the reflex is explained by a correspondence between the aversive emotional state and the motivational system underlying the reflex. Similarly, a cognitive potentiation of the reflex is observed when the subject's attention is directed toward a stimulus modality identical to that of the startle stimulus~Graham, 1992!. This phenomenon is also interpreted by Lang and colleagues in terms of an interaction between the motivational system underlying the reflex~i.e., aversive! and the motivational state~i.e., orienting! that favors a general disposition toward the allocation of attentional resources to processing of the aversive stimulus. From this perspective, the two types of modulation~attentional and emotional! of the startle reflex, far from opposing each other, are considered as two complementary aspects of the same phenomenon. This model, however, has been proposed exclusively to take account of modulation of the blink startle response.
The intention of the present study, therefore, was to extend the above model to other forms of defensive behavior and these include the defensive response, as defined by Graham and others Cook & Turpin, 1997; Graham, 1979 Graham, , 1992 ! or the so-called long-latency defense or fight0flight response~Turpin, 1983; Vila, Fernández, & Godoy, 1992 !.
An extensive body of literature exists about the differentiation between unconditioned reflexes~e.g., orienting, startle, and defense responses! based largely on the direction and characteristics of heart rate responding and their presumed functional significancẽ Cook & Turpin, 1997; Graham, 1979; Turpin, 1986; Turpin, Schaeffer, & Boucsein, 1999 !. According to Graham's model~1979, 1992 !, both the defense reflex and the startle reflex are elicited by intense stimulation, but can be distinguished in terms of stimulus duration and rise time. Moreover, the startle response is said to have a shorter latency than the defense response, and demonstrate habituation as opposed to sensitization. Finally, the psychological interpretation of these reflexes has traditionally been made in cognitive terms emphasizing the modulation of sensory processing. Both Sokolov~1963! and Graham~1979! emphasized the perceptual function of orienting and defense; orienting facilitates perceptual processing of the stimulus whereas defense inhibits such processing. Unfortunately, the study of the modulation of the cardiac components of the defense reflex, along the lines of existing studies of startle, has seldom been accomplished.
Notwithstanding the above, another line of research exists that is centered on the so-called long-latency cardiac components of the defense response elicited by intense physical stimuli. Contrary to the traditional viewpoint, this approach emphasizes the sequential character of different cardiac components, together with their cognitive and motivational significance~Fernández Turpin, 1986; Turpin & Siddle, 1978; Vila, Pérez, Fernández, Pegalajar, & Sánchez, 1997 !. The sequential character of this response with accelerative and decelerative components of short and long latency allows one to postulate the involvement of attentional and emotional factors in its elicitation. Vila et al.~1997! have shown a potentiation of the second accelerative component of the cardiac defense response when subjects were performing an externally directed~i.e., intake! attention task, as compared to an internally directed~i.e., rejection! attention task. This modulatory effect on the direction of the cardiac defense response is also consistent with a significant relationship found by Fernández and Vila~1989! between the presence of the second accelerative response component and greater cardiac reactivity in tasks of simple reaction time~intake!, but not with respect to tasks of mental arithmetic~rejection!. However, Turpin~1986! reported a potentiation of the cardiac defense under conditions of high attentional demands and mental workload. The secondary accelerative component demonstrated unusual resistance to habituatioñ i.e., persistent responding! under high attentional conditions imposed by requiring subjects to perform demanding secondary cognitive tasks~either rapidly cycling simple reaction time or nearthreshold visual discriminations!. It would appear, therefore, that a variety of secondary cognitive tasks~i.e., distractors, simple reaction time, visual discrimination, mental arithmetic! may potentiate the cardiac defense response. However, it is unclear whether this potentiation is dependent on the direction of attention during the task, as claimed by Vila et al.~1997!, or purely due to the extent of attention as represented by workload and demand, as suggested by Turpin~1986!. Finally, it might also be argued that the effects of differing task demands could be mediated by differences in motivational states such as performance anxiety or state anger. Abrahams, Hilton, and Zbrozyna~1960! manipulated anxiety and task difficulty and demonstrated for both tasks potentiation of the vasomotor components of the defense response. Additional modulation of the defense response by changes in emotional state would also be consistent with Lang et al.'s~1997! recent formulation of attentional and emotional modulation of defensive behaviors.
The goals of the present study, therefore, were to replicate the study of Vila et al.~1997!, which demonstrated potentiation of the secondary long-latency cardiac acceleration when participants' attention was directed toward an external stimulus presented within a concurrent secondary task. In addition, cognitive demand was manipulated by introducing a different internally directed task, a Sternberg memory task performed at two levels of task difficulty. Hence the main objectives of the study were to examine the modulatory effects of manipulating mental workload~high vs. low! within the context of attentional demands~internal vs. external! on the elicitation and habituation of the cardiac defense response. In addition, emotional state was manipulated using a shock threat instruction designed to elicit group differences in state anxiety. Our overall hypothesis was that both high anxiety and high attentional demands would increase the amplitude of the cardiac defense response and reduce its tendency to habituate in comparison with either the control or low workload conditions. Finally, because most recent studies in this area have relied solely on the heart rate components of the defense response, an additional measure of vasomotor activity was obtained to assess whether any modulatory effects generalized across different cardiovascular response systems.
Method

Participants
Participants were 144 psychology students from the University of Granada~48 men and 96 women!, aged between 19 and 39 years mean ϭ 23 years; SD ϭ 3.31!. None were undergoing psychiatric or pharmacological treatment, and none presented with visual or auditory deficits. They were allocated randomly to the eight experimental groups, each group being composed of 18 individuals 12 women and 6 men!.
Design
A between-group factorial design~4 ϫ 2! was used, with task difficulty~four levels! and anxiety~two levels! as the main factors. Task difficulty was manipulated across four groups. First, cognitive workload was examined within two groups of subjects who performed a variant of the Sternberg Memory Search Test at two levels of difficulty~easy and difficult!. Difficulty was manipulated by varying the size of letter array~2 vs. 7! to be remembered. Second, two comparison groups were included to relate the findings to previous studies~e.g., Vila et al., 1997!, particularly with respect to the direction of attention. A third group, therefore, performed a simple perception tracking test~tracking!, which was identical to the external task within Vila et al.~1997!, and a fourth group~control! received no specific attentional instructions. Anxiety was manipulated by the threat of the application of electric shock. Subjects under the high anxiety conditions experienced the shock before the initiation of the experimental tasks, and were instructed that they would receive further shocks depending on their performance during the task, although in reality, the shock never occurred again. Because subjects in the control condition were not required to perform a task, they were informed that they might receive electric shocks depending on their level of physiological activity. Subjects in the low anxiety conditions never experienced the shock and no reference was made to electric shocks within their experimental instructions.
Description of the Tasks
The Psychophysiological Reaction Test~Vila et al., 1992! consisted of three presentations of a distorted 400-Hz tone of 109 dB, 0.5-s duration, and a virtually instantaneous risetime, with an interval of 100 s between repetitions and a period of 10 min before the first stimulus.
The following cognitive tasks were used:~a! Memory Search Test. A mask appeared in the center of a computer screen, followed by an array of two or seven letters~depending on the group!, followed by another mask, and finally a test letter. The subject had to respond to the test letter as fast as he or she could, indicating whether that letter belonged to the previous set of letters, by pressing the corresponding Y or N keys on the computer with the index or middle finger of their right hand, respectively.~b! Perception Tracking Test. The subjects had to press a key with the middle finger of their right hand at the same time as an intermittent asterisk appeared in the center of the screen~0.5 s on, 0.5 s off !.
The presentation of the 109-dB tones was coordinated alongside the performance of the cognitive tasks. For the Sternberg Memory Search Task, the task was initiated 5 min before the presentation of the first auditory stimulus~at a rate of eight trials per minute! and continued for a further 5 min, during which time the two remaining stimuli were applied. For the two comparison groups, the tracking group performed the Perception Tracking Test during the 80 s following each of the auditory stimuli, whereas the control group did not perform any task during the presentation of the sounds.
Apparatus
Polygraph. A Grass polygraph~Rps 7c 8b! was used to record the physiological variables. Heart rate was derived from the electrocardiogram~derivation II! using two active electrodes~Letica! of 15 cm 2 , together with a preamplifier~7P4! and cardiotachometer. Finger pulse amplitude was obtained by means of a Grass preamplifier~7P1 J! and photoelectric plethysmograph placed on the middle finger of the right hand.
Auditory stimulation. A Letica Stimulator LE100 was used to produce the sounds that were presented to the subject through SUN-SE earphones.
Electrocutaneous stimulation. A Letica Electrocutaneous Stimulator LI-2700 with an adjustable intensity ranging from 0 to 5 mÃ 430 Hz alternating current! was used. The electric shocks were applied through two circular electrodes of 1.5 cm in diameter, situated on the dorsal surface of the left forearm. The initial intensity in all cases was 0.6 mA and subjects had to adjust the intensity of the shocks in the work-up procedure until they were experienced as "intense but not painful."
Stimulus programming. A Letica LE 2000 Stimulus Programmer with 10 independently adjustable timers from 0.1 to 99.9 s controlled the stimulus sequence and duration of the stimuli.
Computer system. A computerized system recorded the physiological variables through a Med ANL-947 A0D~12 bits! converter, connected to an IBM PC0XT computer that sampled at 25 samples per second. The sequence of stimuli presentations was controlled using a Data Translation DT-2817 input-output card connected to the stimulus programmer. The bioelectrical values were digitized, displayed visually on the monitor screen, and stored on the hard disk for a future analysis.
Procedure
The investigation was performed in a single session which lasted approximately 90 min, and was divided into three phases:
(a) Preexperimental phase: The subjects completed a personal questionnaire containing questions about age, past and current health, pharmacological or psychiatric treatment, and any visual or auditory deficits. In addition, they were also asked to complete the state anxiety scale of Spielberger' (b) Experimental phase: The subjects received the specific instructions for their groups and rehearsed the tasks. The high anxiety groups were given a demonstration of the electric shock. The electrodes and transducers were then attached following a preestablished order. Finally, the computer was placed in front of the subject and the earphones were adjusted. The experimenter left the room and the psychophysiological and task performance measures were recorded by computer. For the easy and difficult groups, average response times~ms! were calculated for primed and unprimed letter presentations, together with measures of error rates.
(c) Postexperimental phase: Once the experimental phase was over, participants completed a subjective reaction questionnaire, which included estimates of task difficulty, together with ratings of the auditory stimuli. In addition, participants were asked to complete again the state scales of the STAI and STAXI with reference to their prior experience during the experimental phase of the study.
Physiological Data Quantification
The main aim of the study was to assess the effects of the different psychological task requirements on the physiological response to accessory stimuli, which were predicted to elicit the cardiac defense response. Accordingly, the physiological responses to the tasks per se are not presented here in detail so as to simplify the analysis and presentation of results. The following analysis protocols refer only to the quantification of the cardiac defense response.
Heart rate. Tonic levels were assessed during the 15 s prior to the initiation of each auditory stimulus. In addition, mean heart rate was obtained for minutes 1-2 and 4-5~prior to the initiation of the task! and for minutes 6-7 and 9-10~after the initiation of the task and before the noise presentation!. Specific phasic responses were assessed as second-by-second heart rate changes during the 80 s after the initiation of the auditory stimulus expressed as a difference score with respect to the tonic level. The response was quantified further by reducing the 80 poststimulus values to just 10 median values chosen to represent key features of the profile of the cardiac defense response~Vila Vila et al., 1997!. These 10 values correspond to the median of 10 progressively longer intervals: two of 3 s, two of 5 s, three of 7 s, and three of 13 s. This procedure, which parallels the progressively longer duration of each cardiac component of the response, facilitates visual inspection of the results and statistical analysis. In previous studies, this procedure provides almost identical results to the analysis of the 80 heart rate values.
Finger pulse amplitude. Prestimulus levels of finger pulse amplitude were obtained during the 15 s prior to stimulus onset. Phasic responses were recorded as second-by-second amplitude changes obtained during the 80 s after the stimulus onset, and expressed as a percentage of the average second-by-second pulse amplitude during the 15 s prior to stimulus onset. The 80 values of the pulse amplitude were reduced to 10 median values, corresponding to the medians of the same periods as adopted for heart rate. Because the pneumatic transducer does not provide absolute values, the prestimulus levels are meaningless and will not be reported.
Statistical Methods
Data were analyzed by using repeated-measures analysis of variance~ANOVA! or analysis of covariance~ANCOVA! and by applying the Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon correction factor~E! to all degrees of freedom derived from within subject factors. The design for each analysis typically consisted of two between-subjects factors involving task~4 levels! and anxiety~2 levels!, together with two within-subject factors consisting of trials~3 levels! and medians~10 levels!. For heart rate, due to the differences in prestimulus levels between groups, these levels were used as a covariate in the analysis of phasic heart rate responses.
Results
Behavioral Measures
The following analyses were conducted as manipulation checks for the experimental conditions. STAI. No significant effects were revealed for the preexperimental state anxiety measures, F Ͻ 0.84, p Ͼ .45. Analysis of the postexperimental measures, however, revealed significant differences between the task groups, F~3,114! ϭ 3.98, p Ͻ .01. NewmanKeuls post hoc tests revealed significant differences between the control group and the easy and difficult groups, which reported higher levels of state anxiety. Surprisingly, the manipulation of anxiety through the threat of electric shock, failed to reveal any significant main effect, F~1,136! ϭ 0.18, p ϭ .67, or interactions. These data are reported in Table 1. STAXI. Before the experiment, no differences were observed between groups for state anger scores, F Ͻ 1.96, p Ͼ .12. Differences in postexperimental scores were obtained, however, as indicated by a significant Anxiety ϫ Task interaction, F~3,114! ϭ 3.22, p Ͻ .03. The high anxious-difficult task group revealed higher levels of state anger than either the low anxious-difficult or the control-tracking groups~p Ͻ .05!. These data are reported in Table 1 .
Task difficulty. Post hoc comparisons were made using the Newman-Keuls test and yielded significant differences between the easy and difficult groups on measures of reported task difficulty, F~1,64! ϭ 61.78, p Ͻ .0000, and demand, F~1,64! ϭ 10.30, p Ͻ .002; the difficult group scoring higher in both cases. Moreover, comparisons between the easy and difficult groups yielded significant effects for reaction time to primed and unprimed letters, F~1,34! ϭ 40.01 and 41.81, p Ͻ .0000, respectively, and for the frequency of errors for false positives and alarms, F~1,34! ϭ 83.73 and 48.80, p Ͻ .0000, respectively. Mean reaction times for both primed and unprimed cues were considerably faster for the easy than for the difficult groups. Conversely, the error rates for false positives and alarms were higher within the difficult compared with the easy groups.
Physiological Responses to the Auditory Accessory Stimuli
Heart rate tonic level. Analysis of the initial prestimulus levels revealed a significant task effect, F~3,136! ϭ 4.417, p Ͻ .005. No significant differences were obtained for either the effects of anxiety or the interaction with task on prestimulus level, F~1,136! ϭ 0.87, p Ͼ .35, and F~3,136! ϭ 0.27, p Ͼ .85, respectively. Table 2 shows the mean heart rate for each group during pretask~average of minutes 1-2 and 4-5!, the beginning of the task for the easy and difficult groups~average of minutes 6-7 and 9-10!, and the 15 s before each stimulus presentation. As can be seen in Table 2 , before the memory task, the difficult and tracking groups already had greater mean heart rate than the easy and control groups. These differences might reflect the different task requirements provided by the instructions and the rehearsal before the test. At the beginning of the task~minutes 6-7 and 9-10!, only the two memory task groups, as expected, significantly increased their heart rate. Subsequently, these higher values are slightly reduced, as reflected in the following three prestimulus periods, but they are still maintained higher than during pretask.
Heart rate responses. Due to the presence of group differences in tonic heart rate level, an ANCOVA was calculated with initial prestimulus heart rate level as the covariate, together with two between-group factors~task and anxiety!, and two within-group factors~trials and medians!. Further analysis of the trials factor using the Newman-Keuls test demonstrated that the first stimulus differed significantly from stimuli 2 and 3, F~1,136! ϭ 58.29 and 54.08, p Ͼ .000. Moreover the analysis of the Trials ϫ Medians interaction indicated a progressive habituation with respect to stimulus repetition, particularly from the first to the second stimulus. Further analysis of the Trials ϫ Medians ϫ Tasks triple interaction was performed in two ways. First, by examining the pattern of habituation presented by each group, and second by studying separately the pattern of response for stimuli 1, 2, and 3. The first analysis revealed similar results for the easy, difficult, and control groups. However, although the general pattern of responding was similar for the tracking group, initial differences were observed when compared with the rest of the groups for stimulus 1. The response in the tracking group appeared larger than for the other groups, F~18,630! ϭ 14.20, p Ͻ .000. In the second analysis, only the first stimulus demonstrated a significant Medians ϫ Tasks interaction. Post hoc analyses revealed that the differences were due to the response to the first stimulus for the tracking condition, and mainly involved the medians 7 to 9: median 7, F~3,68! ϭ 3.60, p Ͻ .02; median 8, F~3,68! ϭ 4.67, p Ͻ .004; median 9, F~3,68! ϭ 2.78, p Ͻ .04, Figure 2 .
Analysis of the Medians ϫ Tasks interaction demonstrated significant effects for medians within the control, F~9,315! ϭ 20.25, p Ͻ .0000, E ϭ 0.0, and tracking groups, F~9,315! ϭ 15.59, p Ͻ .0000, E ϭ 0.0. The major differences between groups are between the medians 2, F~3,140! ϭ 9.38, p Ͻ .0000; medians 3, F~3,140! ϭ 6.65, p Ͻ .0003; and medians 8, F~3,140! ϭ 3.11, p Ͻ .0285.
Finally, the Medians ϫ Trials interaction indicated that there was a significant median effect for all stimuli, together with a significant linear trend for stimulus 1, F~1,136! ϭ 8.61, p Ͻ .004; a cubic component for stimulus 2, F~1,136! ϭ 5.53, p Ͻ .02; and both significant linear and cubic effects for stimulus 3, F~1,136! ϭ 17.34 and 14.35, p Ͻ .0001 and .0002, respectively. These data are displayed in Figure 3 and suggest that whereas the cardiac defense response shows rapid habituation following the first trial, the pulse volume response shows little or no habituation and may even display sensitization at both short and long latencies. Figure 1 . Habituation of the heart rate response to each stimulus presentation as a function of the task groups. The midpoints of the 10 intervals represented on the horizontal axis correspond to seconds: 2, 5, 9, 14, 20, 27, 34, 44, 57, and 50.
Discussion
The present results confirm the general topography of the cardiac defense response which has been described as consisting of accelerative and decelerative components in alternating sequential order, together with a tendency toward rapid habituation~Vila et al., 1992!. Regarding the emotional and cognitive manipulations, the behavioral and subjective findings confirm the effectiveness of the cognitive manipulation, because slower reaction time and more errors were observed in the difficult than in the easy task group, together with predicted differences in reported subjective task difficulty. However, the effectiveness of the emotional manipulatioñ threat of shock! was less easy to ascertain. Few significant differences in subjective report were obtained as a result of the threat of shock manipulation. Perhaps this effect was weak because the participants did not find the threat credible.
With the above limitations in mind, the hypotheses proposed at the outset of this study will be reviewed. Firstly, the heart rate data replicated the findings of Vila et al.~1997! because they demonstrate that instructions to attend externally to simple accessory stimuli would appear to potentiate the cardiac defense response. No significant differences, however, were observed between the control and tracking groups for the vasomotor measures. Similarly, the introduction of an internally directed task with two levels of attentional demand yielded few significant effects on the cardiac defense response. The heart rate response profile for both easy and difficult groups differed neither significantly between themselves nor with respect to the control group. Differences did, however, emerge with respect to finger pulse amplitude; the introduction of an internally directed task appeared to disrupt the response profile, particularly within the easy group. In summary, these findings are consistent with Vila et al.~1997!, because they suggest that the cardiac defense responses may be potentiated by task instructions directed to external stimuli as opposed to internally directed tasks. Moreover, they fail to support Turpin's~1986! suggestion that, in general~i.e., without considering direction!, tasks requiring high attention potentiate the cardiac defense response. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that from Vila et al.'s perspective, both tasks used by Turpin and referred to in his review could be classified as requiring external attention, because they involved either simple reaction time or visual discrimination.
Alternative explanations of the above effects should also be considered taking into account methodological differences between the tracking and the two memory groups. Such differences concern the contingency of the noise with the task, differences in the overall timing and duration of the two tasks, and the frequency or motor responses. The differences between the tracking group and the two memory task groups can be indeed related to the contingency of the noise and the task in the tracking group. This factor might be important. However, in our previous study~Vila et al., 1997!, we used the same contingency task in two modalities external and internal! and only the external modality showed potentiation. The internal contingent task~to press the key in synchrony with the perception of their heart beats! did not. As regards differences in motor activation-in the tracking group the rate of motor responses was 60 per minute whereas in the memory groups the rate was around 8 per minute~depending on subject's reaction time!-this may also be an important factor. However, in the abovementioned study~Vila et al. 1997!, the internal task group~heart beat perception! had greater number of motor responses~around 80 per minute! than the external task group~60 per minute, as in the present study!, and the potentiation of the secondary acceleration was still greater in the external task with less motor activation. Finally, it should also be recognized that task-specific differences in tonic heart rate level were observed and that future work might address a more detailed examination of the interaction between task-related heart rate changes and those induced by the intense auditory stimuli.
It was further hypothesized that the manipulation of the individual's emotional state by using a threat of shock might also lead to further potentiation of the cardiac defense response. The effects of this manipulation on physiological responding were not significant.
Some comment is also required concerning the relationship between the cardiac and vasomotor measures obtained. Generally, the results observed here were similar to those reported previouslỹ Reyes, Godoy, & Vila, 1993; !. However, specific dissociations were observed between the heart rate and vasomotor response profiles, particularly in relation to response habituation. Whereas the heart rate components displayed marked habituation following the first stimulus, vasomotor responses tended to demonstrate the opposite with some evidence of delayed habituation or even sensitization. This finding poses a significant problem for any psychophysiological account of the rapid habituation of the cardiac defense response. Similarly, there appeared to be differences in the effect of the various tasks used in the current study and the potentiation of either cardiac or vasomotor responses.
The effect of the cognitive modulation encountered in this study-potentiation of the response by manipulation of external attentional factors and absence of modulation by manipulation of internal attentional demands-can be understood within the context of recent studies on the cognitive modulation of startle. In this context, the potentiation of the startle reflex when the subject attends to stimulation in the same sensory modality as that of the startle stimulus is explained by the congruence between sensory modalities, which implies that attentional resources are shared between tasks. Analogously, the potentiation of the startle reflex when the subject attends to aversive pictures~Lang et al., 1997! is explained by the congruence between the motivational state~aver-sive! and the type of reflex~also aversive!. The present results can also be explained in terms of congruence between the type of attentional task~attention to external cues! to be performed during the elicitation of the defense response and the type of attentional demands required by this response~directed to the analysis of an aversive external stimulus!. The absence of potentiation when the subjects perform internal attentional tasks, whatever the cognitive demand may be, would be explained by the incongruence between the attentional demands involved in the defense response and the type of demands required by the task. Our results, thus, support the naturalistic view of defense proposed by Lang et al.~1997!, according to which the defense response would involve a sequence of reactions with an initial phase in which aversively motivated attentional factors predominate~i.e., related to processing of the aversive stimulus! followed by a later phase in which aversively motivated protective actions predominate~i.e., related to fight or flight!.
